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UDHAGAMANDALAM RACES 2023 
4thDAY,FRIDAY,14thAPRIL,2023 

RACING INCIDENTS 
(23-29) 

 
TRACK CONDITION:  GOODGOING 
PENETROMETER READING:  3.75 CMS 
RAILING POSITION:   RAILINGS PLACED AT ITS ORIGINAL POSITION 
 
 

1st Race: 23. The Mumtaz Mahal Handicap - Div. II - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 20 
to 45 (10 Runners). 

Permission was granted to Trainer P.Krishna to deputise on behalf of Trainer Dr.Anil Kumar for 
CAIRO (G Manikandan) andA WINK ANNDA SMILE (A Ayaz Khan) at both trainer's risk and 
liability. 

CAIRO (G Manikandan) was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths and thereafter ran 
detached.The Club's Veterinary Officer when asked to examine the filly reported after the race 
that she was found to have laryngeal abnormality(ILH-GR3). 

MAYFLOWER (Dharshan Antony) turned her head to the right at the start and jumped 
awkwardly,losing about 2 lengths. 

A WINK ANNDA SMILE (A Ayaz Khan) jumped outwards and veered out as the start was 
affected,and had to be steadied,further Jockey AAyaz Khan, was severely cautioned for shifting in 
sharply soon after the start when trying to get back with the field. 

Jockey Ram NandanManjhi, the rider of BLACK LABEL was severely cautioned for not making 
sufficient efforts to improve position from the 600 metre till the 250 metres. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that no abnormalities were found on BLACK 
LABEL (Ram NandanManjhi).   

Jockey R Manish, the rider of RADIANT JOY was fined a sum of Rs.3000/- for not making any 
efforts to improve position in the initial stages of the race till about reaching the 650 metres. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner SPECULATION (C Umesh).  

2nd Race: 24. The Mumtaz Mahal Handicap - Div. I - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 20 
to 45 (9 Runners). 

Permission was granted to Trainer P.Krishna to deputise on behalf of Trainer Dr.Anil Kumar 
for EMBANKMENT (A Ayaz Khan) and MUSANDA (Khet Singh) at both trainer's risk and liability. 

EMBANKMENT (A Ayaz Khan) jumped awkwardly inward,threw its head and stumbled soon after 
the start ended up trailing the field.further he was trying to hang out negotiating the final bend. 
The Club's Veterinary Officer when asked to examine the gelding reported after the race that no 
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abnormalities were found.Trainer P.Krishna who deputised for Dr.Anil Kumar was informed to 
ensure his charge was capable of running with the field before next accepting with it. 

Jockey Ram NandanManjhi, the rider of DANNY’S GIRL was fined a sum of Rs 2000/- for shifting 
in entering the final straight causing interference to ZUCARDI (Hindu Singh) travelling on the 
inner rails and thereafter shifting wide out in the straight for no apparent reason. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that no abnormalities were found 
on DANNY’S GIRL (Ram NandanManjhi). 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner SWARGA (C Umesh) . 

3rd Race: 25. The Tamil New Year Trophy - Div. I - (About) 1400 metres. Horses rated 60 to 
85 (9 Runners). 

DUN  IT  AGAIN (C A Brisson) was permitted to be withdrawn as the gelding was observed to be 

trotting lame on Right fore due to sprained shoulder.Trainer Vishesh M. P.was informed to get 
his charge certified fit by the Club's Veterinary Officer before next accepting with him. 

Jockey S.A.Amit, the rider  and Trainer Ramanathan R   were cautioned with respect to the 
running and riding of ANGEL HEART. The trainer’s instructions were to sit 3rd or 4th but the 
jockey did not make efforts to position himself in early stages and settled at the rear end of the 
field.The Club's Veterinary Officer when asked to examine the mare reported after the race that 
no abnormalities were found.Further Jockey S.A.Amit, the rider of ANGEL HEARTwas fined a 
sum of Rs 3000/- for not making any efforts to improve position in the early stages of the 
race.Trainer Ramanathan R was severely cautioned. 

Jockey C Umesh, the rider of RACE FOR THE STARS was cautioned for shifting out marginally. 

 Jockey ShrikantKamble, the rider of WINDERMERE was cautioned for shifting in causing a 
check to RAYS OF SUN (Salman Khan) . 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that no abnormalities were found 
on ALEXANDER (M Bhaskar) . 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner GLORIOUS GRACE (P.Sai Kumar).  

4th Race: 26. The Tamil New Year Trophy - Div. II - (About) 1400 metres. Horses rated 60 to 
85 (10 Runners). 

NAMAK HALAAL (G Manikandan) reared up as the start was affected losing about 4 lengths. 

ILLUSTRIOUS RULER (Md  FarhanAlam) jumped awkwardly outwards at the start and had to be 
steadied and brought back with the field. 

Jockey AshhadAsbar, the rider of GRANDIOSE reported after passing the 900 metres,that his 
mount could not keep up with the field,whereby he dropped back and thereafter travelled wide 
from the 750 metres till entering the straight. 

Jockey Inayat , the rider of KARADENIZ was fined a sum of Rs 1000/- for shifting in approaching 
the 850 metres causing a check to SPECTACLE (S.Imran)  and thereafter for shifting out under 
use of the whip entering the straight. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that no abnormalities were found 
on CARTEL (Dharshan Antony). 
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Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner  SUPREME DANCE (P.Sai Kumar).  

5th Race: 27. The Nilgiris 1000 Guineas(Grade III) - (About) 1400 metres. For 3 Year old 

Indian Fillies ( Foaled in 2020) (12 Runners). 

TrainerJ.Sebastian was fined a sum of Rs 5000/- for accepting his charge ELEMENT  in the 
above race without obtaining a Starting Stall Certificate.                     

Permission was  granted to Trainer DeepeshNarredu to deputise on behalf of Trainer Rajesh 
Narredu for GALATICUS (AshhadAsbar) at both trainer's risk and liability. 

KNOTTY  WONDER (Akshay Kumar) was fractious in the stalls,sustained injury on left hind 
tendon inside the gate and  hence was permitted to be withdrawn before coming under the 
starter's order. Starting Stall Certificate revoked.Trainer Ramanathan R was informed to get his 
charge certified fit by the Club's Veterinary Officer before next accepting with him. 

GALATICUS (AshhadAsbar) stopped galloping entering the straight.The Club's Veterinary Officer 
when asked to examine the GALATICUS (AshhadAsbar) reported after the race that no 
abnormalities were found. 

VELU NACHIYAR (A.M.Tograllu) was observed to  stumble negotiating the 800 metre bend. 

Jockey P.Sai Kumar, the rider of SOMETHING ROYAL was fined a sum of Rs 5,000/- for shifting 
in sharply negotiating the final bend at 300 metres causing interference to ROYAL ICON (Mohit 
Singh),SEMINOLE WIND (S.A.Amit) HALL OF GRACE (ShrikantKamble) and CELESTE 
(Dharshan Antony) and thereafter for shifting out entering the straight and forcing out BERTHA 
(C A Brisson) wide out who had to be checked and shifted in.Further Jockey P.Sai Kumar, the 
rider of SOMETHING ROYAL was fined a sum of Rs 3000/-for improper use of the whip. 

Compulsory samples were taken for analysis from SOMETHING ROYAL (P.Sai Kumar) the 
winner,NEZIAH (C Umesh) placed II & BERTHA (C A Brisson)placed III. 

6th Race: 28. The Pretty Polly Handicap - Div. I - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 40 to 
65, 4 years old and over (10 Runners). 

Permission was granted to Trainer P.Krishna to deputise on behalf of Trainer Dr.Anil Kumar 
for CUBAN PETE (A Ayaz Khan) at both trainer's risk and liability. 

Permission was granted to Trainer Ajith Kumar V to declare Jockey ShrikantKamble, to ride 
GALLANTRY in place of Jockey Ashhad Asbar who was indisposed after his ride in the previous 
race and could not fulfill the remaining riding engagements for the day. 

 ANNEXED (P.Sai Kumar) was slow to start losing about 3 to 4 lengths.                                        
                             

Jockey SahFarid Ansari, the rider of FIRST EMPRESS reported that his mount got keen in the 
initial stages of the race despite efforts whereby his mount took a long lead and died out entering 
the straight.The Club's Veterinary Officer when asked to examine the mare reported after the 
race that no abnormalities were found.TrainerR.Foley was informed to take remedial measures 
before next accepting with it. 

The Club's Veterinary Officer reported after the race that no abnormalities were found 
on PIRATE'S LOVE (C A Brisson) . 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner RUBIROSA (C Umesh).  
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7th Race: 29. The Pretty Polly Handicap - Div. II - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 40 to 
65, 4 years old and over (10 Runners) 

Permission was granted to Trainer P.Krishna to deputise on behalf of Trainer Dr.Anil Kumar for 
READY PLAYER ONE (A Ayaz Khan) at both trainer's risk and liability. 

Permission was granted to Trainer N. Rupa to declare Jockey C Umesh, to ride BEAUTY OF THE 
TURF in place of Jockey S.A.Amit who was indisposed and could not fulfill the remaining riding 
engagements for the day. 

Permission was granted to Trainer M. M. Uthaiah to declare Jockey ShrikantKamble, to ride 
DESPACITO in place of Jockey AahhadAsbar who was indisposed. 

Jockey A Ayaz Khan, the rider of READY PLAYER ONE reported that the brow  band of the bridle 
started to slip off his mount ,soon after the start whereby he had to adjust the brow band  
passing 110 metres before riding out. 

SONIC DASH (S.Imran) was observed to stumble at the 200 metresThe Club's Veterinary Officer 
when asked to examine the horse reported after the race that no abnormalities were found. 

Routine Sample was taken for analysis from the winner AUGUSTA (Hindu Singh).  

 
OVEWEIGHTS CARRIED AS NOTIFIED BY THE CLERK OF THE SCALES: 
1st Race: 23. The Mumtaz Mahal Handicap - Div. II - (About) 1200 metres. Horses rated 20 
to 45 (10 Runners). 
Jockey ShrikantKamble, the rider of REGAL KID carried an overweight of 1/2 kg. 
 
 
 
STARTING REMARKS AS SUBMITTED BY THE STARTER: 
1st Race: 23. The Mumtaz Mahal Handicap - Div. II (About) 1200 Metres 
A WINK ANNDA SMILE (A Ayaz Khan) Jumped awkwardly and veered out. MAYFLOWER 
(Dharshan Antony) Lost about a couple of lengths. 
 CAIRO (G Manikandan) Slowly away. 
2nd Race: 24. The Mumtaz Mahal Handicap - Div. I (About) 1200 Metres 
DANNY’s GIRL (Ram NandanManjhi) Jumped awkwardly. 
EMBANKMENT (A Ayaz Khan) Fly jumped awkwardly. 
3rd Race: 25. The Tamil New Year Trophy - Div. I (About) 1400 Metres 
TIMELESS ROMANCE (SahFarid Ansari) and ALEXANDER (M Bhaskar) Jumped awkwardly. 
4th Race: 26. The Tamil New Year Trophy - Div. II (About) 1400 Metres 

ILLUSTRIOUS RULER (Md  FarhanAlam) Fly jumped awkwardly. SPECTACLE (S.Imran) Jumped 
awkwardly. 
 NAMAK HALAAL (G Manikandan) Reared up at the start.Lost about a couple of lengths. 
5th Race: 27. The Nilgiris 1000 Guineas (About) 1400 Metres 
GALATICUS (AshhadAsbar) Jumped awkwardly. 
 KNOTTY  WONDER (Akshay Kumar) Very fractious inside the gates and got injured.Hence 
withdrawn on Veterinary grounds. 
6th Race: 28. The Pretty Polly Handicap - Div. I (About) 1200 Metres 
ANNEXED (P.Sai Kumar) Lost about 4-5 lengths. 
7th Race: 29. The Pretty Polly Handicap - Div. II (About) 1200 Metres 
SONIC DASH (S.Imran) Jumped awkwardly. 
 
 

16thApril2023     Sd:-CHIEF STIPENDIARY STEWARD, 
         MADRAS RACE CLUB 


